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Abstract 

Objective 

The aims of this study were to determine 1) if intra-regional, inter-vertebral range of motion (IV-

RoM) and laxity relationships (associations between 2 separate motion segments within the region 

of the cervical spine) exist during cervical motion,  2) if there are differences between neck pain and 

asymptomatic subjects: and 3) if there is any effect of cervical manipulation on these relationships.  

Methods 

Twenty-nine patients with sub-acute or chronic neck pain, and 33 healthy controls were imaged 

during flexion and extension, pre and post a course of cervical chiropractic manipulation (patient 

group only), using a standardised quantitative fluoroscopy acquisition protocol.  

Results 

Significant correlations between IV-RoMs were found in both neck pain and neck pain free 

populations at baseline and follow up. Positive relationships were found between (C2-C3 and C3-C4) 

and (C4-C5 and C5-C6) IV-RoM in both populations. A negative correlation was found in the patient 

group at baseline between (C1-C2 and C5-C6), but not at follow up. Significant relationships were 

also found for segmental laxity, with a negative correlation found at (C1-C2 and C5-C6) in the patient 

group only and at baseline only.  

Conclusion 

Relationships were found between both intra-regional IV-RoM and laxity, some of which were 

present in both groups at baseline and follow up, suggestive of ‘normal’ kinematic behaviours. 

Changes in correlations unique to the patient group, may be indicative of a change in regional 

kinematics resulting from the manipulation intervention.  

Introduction  

Spinal manipulative therapy (SMT) is recommended by clinical practice guidelines (1, 2) and commonly 

sought in the treatment of neck pain (3) however, its mechanisms of action remain unclear (4). Whilst 

biomechanical models are typically offered as the primary basis for the mechanistic explanation of 

manipulation (5), the therapeutic effects of manipulation are believed to be mediated by mechanical, 

neurophysiologica,l and psychological mechanisms (6, 7). As a mechanical stimulus, it is proposed that 

SMT sets off a chain of neurophysiological and psychological responses that account for the clinical 

outcomes (8), however this literature is typically limited by the use of cadavers, animal models, and 

the use of asymptomatic volunteers, which limits the applicability of findings to the clinical scenario. 

In addition, previous research infrequently includes a control group, and the focus has been the 

lumbar spine, which is biomechanically distinct from the cervical spine (9).   

A mechanical consequence of SMT is believed to be changes in inter-vertebral ranges of motion (IV-

RoM) and subsequently regional ranges of motion. There is evidence to suggest that SMT increases 

regional cervical ranges of motion (10-13), however little is known about cervical inter-vertebral 

movement in asymptomatic controls or changes in motion associated with interventions such as 

SMT, in patient groups.  Whilst several regional measurement tools have been shown to be reliable 

and accurate for use in the cervical spine (14, 15), such systems are perhaps best utilised at the group 



level as their utility at the individual patient level is less certain (16), and they cannot assess inter-

vertebral motion directly.   

Spinal manipulative therapy is directed towards and attempts to affect inter-vertebral function, and 

so any exploration into the mechanisms of action of SMT should arguably be conducted at the inter-

vertebral level. It has been shown that it is possible to measure intervertebral kinematic variables in 

the cervical spine using Quantitative Fluoroscopy (QF) (17).  Quantitative Fluoroscopy represents an 

advance over traditional flexion-extension radiography, as it allows kinematic parameters to be 

measured throughout the motion sequence and not just at the end-range. Therefore, the true 

maximal inter-vertebral range of motion (IV-RoMmax) reached during a movement may be 

measured, even if it does not occur at the end-range of regional spinal motion (17, 18). In a study that 

utilised QF, there were no statistically significant differences in cervical flexion-extension IV-RoMmax 

between patients with neck pain and healthy controls nor in the prevalence of hypomobile segments 

(motion at or below the 2.5th percentile for that segment). In addition, the number of flexion-

extension hypomobile segments was unchanged in neck pain patients post-SMT.  

Quantitative Fluoroscopy allows for the measurement of other variables and because measurement 

is continuous throughout a motion cycle, it is possible to calculate laxity. Segmental laxity has been 

proposed as a surrogate indicator of the inter-vertebral neutral zone (19). A previous investigation 

into IV-RoMmax and segmental laxity of the lumbar spine during sagittal bending in non-low back 

pain participants showed that there is a likely co-dependence between motion segments during such 

movements in terms of both IV-RoMmax and laxity (20). That study suggested that the IV-RoMmax’s 

of L2-L3 and L3-L4 were positively correlated (i.e. if the range of movement at L2-L3 increased, so did 

the range of motion at L3-L4). However, the ranges of motion at both these levels was shown to be 

negatively associated with L4-L5 range, and with the degree of laxity at this level, suggesting that a 

compensatory mechanism exists between motion segments.  

Such relationships have never been investigated in the cervical spine. It is also not known how 

treatment interventions such as SMT might affect such segmental interactions. Therefore, the 

objectives of this study were to determine: 

1) if IV-RoMmax and laxity interactions exist in the cervical spine during flexion; 

2) if there are differences in IV-RoMmax or laxity parameters between baseline and follow up in 

both patients with neck pain and asymptomatic healthy controls; and   

3) if there is an effect on IV-RoMmax/laxity relationships in patients with neck pain after SMT. 

 

Methods  

Study Design 

This was an observational study of patients with non-specific neck pain receiving SMT and matched, 

untreated healthy controls as a reference group.   

Participants  

Thirty patients aged 18-70 years with at least 2 weeks of non-specific neck pain rated 3 or above on 

the 11-point numerical rating scale were recruited from an outpatient teaching clinic, prior to 

receiving any treatment.  Recruitment took place between August 2011 and April 2013. An equal 

number of pain-free healthy controls were recruited from university staff, students and visitors, who 



were age and gender-matched to patients. Details regarding exclusion criteria have been previously 

published(17). Briefly, participants were excluded if they had a history of cervical spine surgery, 

depression, poor understanding of English, were currently involved in another research study or if X-

ray exposure was contraindicated for any reason. Controls were required to have not experienced 

activity-limiting neck pain lasting more than 24 hours in the past 12 months and have no current 

neck pain, dizziness, or vertigo (unsteadiness). Patients underwent a standard case history and 

examination by a final year chiropractic student intern and a chiropractor. Patients had 8 treatment 

visits scheduled (twice weekly over 4 weeks) for SMT (consisting of high-velocity, low-amplitude 

adjustments directed at a level determined by the practitioner at the treatment visit).  Ethical 

approval was granted by the UK National Research Ethics Service South West – Cornwall and 

Plymouth (11/SW/0072). All participants provided consent.  

Data collection 

Imaging sequence acquisition and analysis 

All participants had cervical intervertebral motion measured in flexion and extension by QF at 

baseline and 4-week follow-up using a standardised protocol which is described in more detail 

elsewhere (17). In brief, participants were seated and instructed to follow a face-rest attached to a 

motorised motion-frame which guided them through their maximum flexion and return to neutral at 

a standardised rate and over a standardised range (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Fluoroscope and motion frame configuration 

 



Participants’ cervical spine motion was simultaneously imaged using a digital fluoroscope. On the 

first image of each sequence with the spine in neutral, templates were manually positioned to 

register the position of each cervical vertebra. Thereafter vertebral positioning was tracked 

throughout the motion sequence using bespoke frame-frame codes written in Matlab (V2013 – the 

Mathworks Inc.). Laxity was calculated as the ratio of the slopes of neck motion to intervertebral 

motion during the first 10° of neck bending (20). IV-RoMmax was calculated from C1-2 to C5-6 using a 

method previously described elsewhere (21). The accuracy of QF measurement of cervical IV-RoMmax 

has been determined as 0.5° for flexion and 0.4° for extension (17). The inter-observer repeatability of 

cervical spine QF has been demonstrated as excellent with agreement (standard errors of 

measurement) between 0.3 and 1.1° and reliability (intraclass correlation coefficients) between 0.90 

and 0.99 depending on level (17).  

Data analysis 

The normality of data distributions was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk test. Means for each of the 

continuous variables from control and patient groups were analysed for differences using the 

unpaired Student’s t test. Relationships between the IV-RoMmax at each individual motion segment 

and all other motion segments within the region of (C1-C6) were analysed using either a Pearson’s 

Correlation Coefficient or Spearman’s rank correlations dependent on the whether the data were 

normally distributed or not. This analysis was repeated for the inter-segmental laxity data. 

Correlation coefficients were interpreted as follows: 0.0-0.1 Negligible; 0.10 – 0.39 Weak; 0.40 – 

0.69 Moderate; 0.70-0.89 Strong; 0.9 – 1.0 Very Strong (22).  

 

Results  

Sixty-one (33 healthy controls) adults satisfied the inclusion criteria and provided consent to 

participate. Participant demographic data has previously been published elsewhere(17). In brief, the 

mean age of patients was 40 (SD:13.1) years and 70% were female. The mean baseline pain intensity 

NRS/10 score was 5 (1.5), and mean NDI/50 was 13 (6.7). Due to template tracking failures, final 

group sizes for inclusion in analysis of were control group n = 28, and patient group n = 27 for 

baseline and follow up respectively for IV-RoMmax calculations. For laxity calculations, the data 

supported outputs for the control group n = 32 at baseline and n = 33 at follow up and for the 

patient group n = 28 for both baseline and follow up (laxity calculations). Mean radiation dose for 

participants was 0.013mSv. The inter-vertebral flexion ranges of motion for each segment are 

provided in Table 1. None of the differences within or between groups were statistically significant 

except for C3-C4 which on average increased in range by 1.2° at follow-up in patients (p = 0.01, 

95%CI 0.2 – 2.2°). It is noted however that this change is only marginally above the standard error of 

measurement. 

Table 1: Inter-vertebral flexion ranges of motion in degrees (IV-RoMmax) 

Motion Segment  

Control Group 

Mean (SD) 

Patient Group 

Mean (SD)  Difference (95% CI) 

C1-C2 Baseline 7.4 (3.5) 7.7 (3.7)  -0.4 (-2.3 to 1.6)  

  Follow-up 8.0 (3.9) 6.8 (3.3)   

 Difference (95% CI) -0.6 (-1.7 to 0.4) -0.9 (-1.9 to 0.1)  

C2-C3 Baseline 5.9 (2.8) 5.6 (3.1)  0.2 (-1.3 to 1.9)  

  Follow-up 5.7 (2.6) 6.2 (2.7)  



 Difference (95% CI) 0.2 (-0.7 to 1.0) 0.6 (-0.4 to 1.5)  

C3-C4 Baseline 6.6 (2.8) 6.9 (3.8)  -0.3 (-2.1 to 1.4)  

  Follow-up 7.1 (2.9) 8.1 (3.3)  
 Difference (95% CI) -0.5 (-1.4 to 0.5) 1.2 (0.2 to 2.2)  

C4-C5 Baseline 6.1 (3.4) 5.8 (2.8)  0.3 (-1.5 to 1.8)  

  Follow-up 6.2 (3.1) 6.7 (3.2)  
 Difference (95% CI) -0.1 (-0.8 to 0.6) 0.9 (-0.1 to 1.9)  

C5-C6 Baseline 5.8 (3.8) 4.9 (2.9) 0.9 (-1.2 to 2.8)  

  Follow-up 5.8 (3.2) 5.6 (2.6)  
 Difference (95% CI) 0.02 (-0.7 to 0.8) 0.7 (-0.6 to 2.2)  

SD, standard deviation; 95% CI, 95% Confidence Interval  

 

The inter-vertebral laxity indices in flexion are provided in Table 2. The only significant difference 

between or within groups was C1-C2 which was smaller in patients at baseline and, at follow-up, 

increased in patients only. 

Table 2: Inter-vertebral flexion laxity indices 

Motion 

Segment 

 Control Group 

Mean (SD) 

Patient Group 

Mean (SD)  

Difference (95% CI) 

C1-C2 Baseline 0.160 (0.1361) 0.092 (0.0933) 0.068 (0.0066 to 0.1300) 

  Follow-up 0.144 (0.1412) 0.143 (0.0990)  

 Difference (95% CI) -0.422 (-0.1157 

to 0.0312) 

0.055 (0.0032 

to 0.1062) 

 

C2-C3 Baseline 0.129 (0.0586) 0.118 (0.0762) 0.011 (-0.0253 to 0.0462) 

  Follow-up 0.130 (0.06882) 0.125 (0.7609)  

 Difference (95% CI) 0.005 (-0.2884 to 

0.0389) 

0.004 (-0.0367 

to 0.0453) 

 

C3-C4 Baseline 0.164 (0.1120) 0.137 (0.0788) 0.027 (-0.0246 to 0.0773) 

  Follow-up 0.171 (0.1085) 0.138 (0.0779)  

 Difference (95% CI) -0.017 (-0.07631 

to 0.0419) 

-0.001 (-0.0438 

to 0.0408) 

 

C4-C5 Baseline 0.140 (0.0714) 0.127 (0.0894) 0.013 (-0.0292 to 0.0550) 

  Follow-up 0.127 (0.0846) 0.148 (0.0947)  

 Difference (95% CI) -0.017 (-0.0601 

to 0.0253) 

0.019 (-0.0302 

to 0.0697) 

 

C5-C6 Baseline 0.106 (0.0876) 0.092 (0.0828) 0.014 (-0.0307 to 0.0578) 

  Follow-up 0.102 (0.0818) 0.109 (0.0782)  

 Difference (95% CI) -0.025 (-0.0717 

to 0.0211) 

0.014 (-0.0291 

to 0.0578) 

 

SD, standard deviation; 95% CI, 95% Confidence Interval 



 

Correlations IV-RoMmax 

An overview of the correlations found between IV-RoMmax at different segmental levels is provided 

in Table 3. In both groups at both baseline and follow-up moderate correlations were exhibited 

between C2-C3 and C3-C4 (r 0.490 to 0.596), and between C4-C5 and C5-C6 (r 0.433 to 0.677). The 

only negative coefficient that indicated (at least) moderate correlation was that of C1-C2 and C5-C6 

in the patient group at baseline (r=0.427) (Figure 2C). This correlation was no longer present at 

follow-up (Figure 2D).  

 

Table 3: Inter-motion segment relationships (IVRoMmax) 

   
Control Group Patient Group 

Motion Segment 

Pair   Baseline n= 28 Follow-up n = 28 Baseline n = 27 Follow-up n = 27 

C1-C2 C2-C3 rs value 0.154  0.009 0.13 -0.05 

    p value .435 .963 .518 .804 

C1-C2 C3-C4 rs value 0.311 0.088 0.222 0.046 

    p value .107 .656 .267 .818 

C1-C2 C4-C5 rs value 0.511 0.317 0.055 -0.032 

    p value .005** .1 .785 .874 

C1-C2 C5-C6 rs value 0.342 0.292 -0.427 -0.168 

    p value .075 .132 .026* .401 

C2-C3 C3-C4 rs value 0.596 0.49 0.596 0.515 

    p value .001** .008** .002** .006** 

C2-C3 C4-C5 rs value 0.38 0.308 0.213 0.094 

    p value .046* .111 .286 .64 

C2-C3 C5-C6 rs value 0.144 0.145 -0.096 0.031 

    p value .465 .462 .634 .877 

C3-C4 C4-C5 rs value 0.327 0.226 0.484 0.513 

    p value .089 .247 .01** .006** 

C3-C4 C5-C6 rs value 0.107 -0.049 -0.135 0.281 

    p value .589 .806 .502 .156 

C4-C5 C5-C6 rs value 0.677 0.512 0.433 0.646 

  
p value .00** .005** .024* .00** 

rs value = Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient          * = p < .05      ** = p < .01 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2 (A-D): Scatter Plots showing IVRoM correlations between the levels of C1-C2 and C5-C6 in 

controls and patients at baseline and follow up 
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Figure 2 shows the relationships between the IVRoMmax of C1-C2 and C5-6. In controls there was a 

weak positive correlation at baseline (A) which remained unchanged at 4-week follow-up (B). In 

contrast the relationship between these segments in patients was moderately negatively correlated 

at baseline (C), while at 4-week follow-up the correlation was weak to negligible (D).  

 



Inter-motion segment relationships (laxity) 

An overview of the correlations found between laxity at different segmental levels is provided in 

Table 4. The correlations for laxity at different segmental levels were also calculated at baseline and 

follow up for both groups. In the control group, moderate correlations were shown between C2-C3 

and C3-C4 and C4-C5 and C5-C6 at baseline, and between C1-C2 and C5-C6 (Figure 3B), and C2-C3 

and C3-C4, at follow-up. In the patient group moderate correlations were shown between (C2-C3 

and C3-C4) at baseline, and between C1-C2 and C2-C3, and C2-C3 and C5-C6 at follow up. A 

moderate negative correlation was shown in the patient group only at baseline between C1-2 and 

C5-6 (Figure 3C).  This relationship was no longer present at follow up (Figure 3D).  

 

Table 4: Inter-motion segment relationships (laxity) 

   Control Group  Patient Group  

Motion Segment Pair   Baseline n= 32 Follow-up n = 33 Baseline n = 28 Follow-up n = 28 

C1-C2 C2-C3 r value 0.144 (rs) 0.197 0.142 0.42 

    p value .433 .273 .472 .026* 

C1-C2 C3-C4 r value 0.078 (rs) 0.18 (rs) 0.16 0.381 (rs) 

    p value .672 .317 .416 .045* 

C1-C2 C4-C5 r value 0.288 0.173 (rs) 0.007 (rs) 0.027 

    p value .11 .336 .971 .893 

C1-C2 C5-C6 r value 0.206 (rs) 0.439 (rs) -0.415 0.273 

    p value .258 .011* .028* .16 

C2-C3 C3-C4 r value 0.453 (rs) 0.525 (rs) 0.397 0.314 (rs) 

    p value .009** .002** .036* .103 

C2-C3 C4-C5 r value 0.361 (rs) 0.271 (rs) 0.183 (rs) 0.078 

    p value .042* .127 .352 .694 

C2-C3 C5-C6 r value 0.189 (rs) -0.147 (rs) -0.049 0.512 

    p value .3 .413 .804 .005** 

C3-C4 C4-C5 r value 0.334 (rs) 0.284 (rs) 0.032 (rs) 0.251 (rs) 

    p value .061 .109 .87 .198 

C3-C4 C5-C6 r value 0.069 (rs) -0.281 (rs) 0.134 -0.008 (rs) 

    p value .706 .113 .497 .969 

C4-C5 C5-C6 r value 0.403 (rs) 0.25 (rs) 0.074 (rs) 0.227 

  p value .022* .16 .71 .245 
rsvalue = Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient         * = p < .05      ** = p < .01  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 3 (A-D): Scatter plots showing laxity correlations between the levels of C1-C2 and C5-C6 in 

controls and patients at baseline and follow up.  
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In Figure 3 can be seen the relationships between the laxity indices of C1-C2 and C5-6. In controls 

there was a weak positive correlation at baseline (A) which remained positive (moderate correlation) 

at 4-week follow-up (B). In contrast the relationship between these segments in patients was 

moderately negatively correlated at baseline (C), but at 4-week follow-up the correlation was weak 

(D). 

 

  



Discussion 

This study found that interactions between cervical IV-RoMmax and laxity parameters were present 

during flexion in both neck pain patients and non-neck pain controls. Some associations were 

common to both patients and controls, but relationships unique to the patient group at baseline 

were observed. These associations in the patient group were not present at follow up, suggesting 

that the SMT intervention may have influenced the biomechanical behaviour of the cervical spine.  

Examples of inter-motion segment IV-RoMmax and laxity correlations were demonstrated in both 

control and patient groups, with specific relationships, for example IV-RoMmax of (C2-C3 and C3-C4) 

and (C4-C5 and C5-C6) apparent in both groups at baseline and follow-up (Table 2). These results 

may be representative of normal intra-motion segment co-dependency, as correlations are apparent 

irrespective of the presence or absence of cervical pain. These findings support the notion that inter-

segmental dependency exists in the cervical spine, evidence for which has already been 

demonstrated during sagittal bending in the lumbar spine in healthy participants (20). However, the 

lumbar study did not include lumbar pain participants, so it was not possible to determine whether 

such correlations also exist in such groups.  

In the current study specific relationships namely, the negative association found between (C1-C2 

and C5-C6) (Figure 2C) appears to be unique to the patient group at baseline. This relationship may 

represent a kinematic behaviour that exists only in the neck pain group as a possible strategy to 

achieve the required global ROM in order to compensate for changes in normal motion segment 

movements. There is consensus between recent studies that have investigated cervical ROM that 

the C5-C6 motion segment (along with C4-C5) has the largest maximal range within the cervical 

spine (23, 24). It is postulated therefore that this segment might take on more relative movement to 

compensate for restrictions elsewhere. As the negative relationship was no longer apparent at 

follow-up (Figure 2D), it is suggestive that the co-dependency between these segments may have 

been associated (either as a cause or a consequence) with patients’ pain. Indeed, patient-reported 

outcomes in this neck pain group, reported elsewhere(17) demonstrated significant improvements for 

most participants and so the changes observed in regional kinematic behaviour may feasibly be 

related to the improved patient outcomes. It may have been expected then, that significant 

differences would be observed between the IV-RoMmax of C1-C2 and C5-C6 in patients at baseline 

and follow up. While there was a trend for the IV-RoMmax of C1-C2 to decrease while C5-C6 

increased in range at follow-up, changes did not reach statistical significance (Table 1). It is possible 

that changes went undetected at levels that were not possible to measure namely C0-C1, C6-C7 and 

the upper thoracic spine. 

Whilst there is a paucity of evidence to support a mechanism of action occurring specifically at the 

segmental level (25, 26), a number of studies support the contention that interventions such as SMT 

and mobilisation are effective at increasing ROM (10-13) and reducing joint stiffness (27) at the regional 

level. Whilst the mechanisms by which these interventions act on a patient are still largely unknown, 

it is proposed that a ‘mechanical stimulus’ may set off a sequence of neurophysiological responses 

that culminate in the change in clinical outcome (8). This study’s findings would suggest that co-

dependency between the ROM of cervical motion segments may have a role to play in regional 

kinematic function, and therefore in clinical outcomes. The multi-segmental nature of the active 

structures within the neck would suggest that treatment effects involving the cervical musculature 

are likely of importance.  

Whilst not the focus of this study, it is important to consider possible psychological mechanisms that 

may be acting in isolation or in tandem with the mechanical/neurophysiological effects described. 



Fear avoidance for example has been shown to act as both a treatment modifier and mediator (28), 

and patient expectation has also been associated with management outcomes (29). Indeed, 

contextual factors are believed to have an important effect on treatment outcomes, the same if not 

more so that the manual therapy itself (30). Mechanical, neurophysiological and psychological 

mechanisms may all therefore contribute to the kinematic outcomes demonstrated in this study. 

Figure 4 provides a plausible mechanistic chain that incorporates these ideas.  

 

Figure 4: A suggested mechanistic chain to explain the clinical effects of SMT incorporating the 

apparent co-dependency between motion segments (adapted with permission from Branney 2014) 

 

The ‘Black box’ represents the unknown mechanisms that account for an outcome post intervention 

(Howick et al. 2010). In the above black box are mechanical, neurophysiological and psychological 

effects that may be considered to act in isolation or in concert to produce the clinical outcome. 

Inter-motion segment interactions/co-dependency represents an additional element, that may now 

be incorporated when considering such mechanisms. 

The IV-RoMmax at both C1-C2 and C5-C6 in the patient group at baseline are not significantly 

different to those shown in controls, or indeed in the patient group at follow up. However, there is a 

trend observed in that C1-C2 IV-RoMmax is reduced at follow up, and C5-C6 IVRoMmax is increased. 

Therefore, the association change observed between the patient group at baseline and follow up 

(i.e. between C1-C2 and C5-C6), may possibly be an adaptation to stiffness or muscle guarding at the 

top of the spine.  

Alternatively, movements of the neck may be considered to consist of 2 primary motions, nodding 

(movement occurring C0-C2) and bending (movement occurring C2-C7) (31). As the relationships 

observed remain relatively consistent throughout the mid-cervical region, compensations are likely 

to take place at the very top or bottom of the cervical spine. The fact that anti-directional 

movements are commonplace in the region (32), may also explain why IV-RoMmax does not appear 

to mirror the inter-motion segment associations observed. The apparent co-dependency between 

motion segments relatively distal to each another may be explained by the synergistic behaviour of 

the inter-vertebral levels separating the levels, that appears to be uniform in both neck pain and 

non-neck pain groups. As the relationships between mid-cervical segments remain unchanged, the 



lower cervicals e.g. C4-C5 and C5-C6 may be well suited to adapt to take on more ROM as motion 

segments previously recorded as proportionally taking on the most ROM during sagittal bending (24, 

33). This inter-segmental dependency may also be independent of morphology, as studies suggest 

that no difference exists between the cervical lordosis of neck pain and asymptomatic controls (34).  

 

The results also suggest that laxity and IVRoMmax may also be co-dependents. Tables 1 and 2 

demonstrate that in both the control and patient groups at baseline, when both IV-RoMmax and 

laxity increase at C2-C3 there is a corresponding increase at C3-C4. Likewise, in the patient group at 

baseline there is negative relationship between laxity at C1-C2 and C5-C6, both mirroring the 

findings of the IV-RoMmax parameter. Other examples of an apparent interaction between the 2 

variables are shown between (C2-C3 and C4-C5) and (C4-C5 and C5-C6) in the control group, and 

support the notion that inter-vertebral segments that move fastest, also move furthest. It is intuitive 

that any absence of pre-existing relationships in the patient group at follow up, may be a result of 

the intervention.  As such laxity should also be considered a component (i.e. an element of the black 

box) of the mechanisms that account for outcome post intervention (Figure 5).  

Previous studies have suggested that the specificity of spinal SMT is poor (35), however this does not 

appear to affect outcomes (36, 37). Whilst it is not possible to say what mechanisms of action resulted 

in improved patient outcomes, the findings of this study would suggest that SMT should not be 

thought to act solely at specific segmental levels.  This agrees with the findings of a randomised 

controlled trial that compared the effects of cervical SMT applied to a group where the segmental 

level was determined by end-play motion palpation assessment, to that of a group with randomly 

assigned segmental level (38). The results of the Hass study showed that whilst both groups 

demonstrated clinically important improvements in neck pain and stiffness, there was no significant 

difference between groups for either outcome. This study’s findings therefore support an argument 

that the mechanisms of action of SMT may not be segment specific, but more likely has a more 

generalised mechanism of action. If this is the case then neurophysiological and psychological 

mechanisms may be more viable than local mechanical effects. Whilst mechanical effects cannot be 

excluded, the findings would suggest that regionally acting structures (e.g. cervical musculature 

spanning multiple cervical segments) are most likely influencing the observed changes. Indeed, it 

might be speculated that positive treatment outcomes after SMT may be due in part to the 

restoration of an individual’s normal (or at least more functionally optimal) regional cervical 

kinematic movements, and that compensatory mechanisms may extend beyond changes in adjacent 

segments. Future studies could explore this possibility, as mechanisms of action appear to be more 

complex than only affecting segments directly above or below, as segments appear to act in pairs, 

and interact with motion segments in different spinal regions. This is reflected in guidelines and 

studies that recommend the inclusion of thoracic spine SMT as being beneficial in the management 

of cervical pain (39-41). Also, as a likely globally acting mechanism, the findings may also provide an 

insight as to why cervical manipulation is not significantly more effective than mobilisation in the 

treatment of neck pain (42).  

Limitations  and Future Research 

The use of QF in this study was limited to imaging to a single plane. The sagittal plane was selected 

as it is least affected by the other planes, but there remains the possibility of large movements being 

undetected. Whilst standardisation in this study was rigorous, it should be acknowledged that 

alterations in the kinematics demonstrated between baseline and follow-up in the patient group 

may not be solely due to the intervention. It was not ethical in this study to investigate a true control 



group (ie, a neck pain population that did not receive the intervention), and so it is not known what 

changes may have occurred through natural history.  

Further study is warranted to determine if observed kinematic changes are associated with 

therapeutic effects in patients with neck pain receiving spinal manipulative therapy. Whilst the idea 

of locally delivered SMT affecting the kinematic behaviours of distal regions is not new, this is the 

first study to provide evidence of co-dependence between cervical motion segments during sagittal 

flexion and factors that discriminate patients from controls. These findings warrant further 

investigation to examine possible replication in larger populations. 

 

Conclusion 

Distinct relationships were found between both intra-regional IV-RoM and laxity, many of which 

were present in both groups at baseline and follow up, suggestive of ‘normal’ kinematic behaviours. 

Changes in correlations unique to the patient group, may be indicative of a change in regional 

kinematics resulting from the manipulation intervention. Spinal manipulative therapy may have a 

therapeutic effect by influencing cervical kinematics at the regional level. Investigating changes in 

the apparent co-dependence of cervical motion segments offers a novel way of looking at spinal 

function.  This small observational study has indicated possible differences between the kinematic 

behaviour of the cervical spine in patients with neck pain compared to those who are pain-free.  
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